JAPAN
Shopping

Utsuwa-gura Ceramics［うつわ蔵］ Kutaniyaki
A comfortable and quaint
ceramics shop

Experience the joy of
colors with Kutaniyaki

Located in a restored 19th-century
earthen storehouse, we offer a wide
variety of locally made Kutaniyaki
ceramics, Yamanaka lacquerware,
and bowls and cups to add a touch
of luxury to your everyday life.

Enjoy the transitions between seasons at
our shop. We carry Kutaniyaki, as well as
household wares to fit your lifestyle, and
even art made by masters of their crafts.

Open■9:15-17:30
Closed■Thursdays

Open■9:30-18:30
Closed■Wednesdays
Closed occasionally

CARD

CARD

Traditional Craft

Kutani Bitouen［九谷美陶園］

Shopping

Yamashiro Onsen

One-of-a-kind Kutaniyaki
wristwatches

All items are handpainted,The arawn
prince purchased oar teacups.

Purveyor of gemstones, wristwatches,
and eyeglasses. The proprietor is a
sightseeing expert, and a great source
of information. The elephant hair rings
are among the many popular smaller
items.

Open■9:00-17:00
Closed■Wednesdays

Open■8:00-20:00
Closed■First Sun. and the third
Wed. of every month.

CARD

CARD

Bar&Café

COCKTAIL Bar SWING［カクテルバースイング］ Bar

Counter-seat-only Italian
bar

Enjoy authentic cocktails made by the owner,
a member of the Japan Bartender
Association. A café during the day where you
can enjoy some jazz music alongside your
coffee and pasta. Live jazz music several
times every month. We also feature a gallery
and select shop. The perfect place to make
great travel memories.
Cocktails (¥864), Cake set (¥864), Rum raisin
dip (¥864), Crab cream pasta (¥1,296)

The only Italian bar in Yamashiro Onsen,
offering tapas, pasta, pizza, and other
delicious foods to go well with wine.
Parma prosciutto (¥700), Snow crab and
tomato cream tagliatelle (¥1,500), Pizza
Margherita (¥1,000), Tapas assortment
(¥1,000 and up)

Rest station

［魯山人寓居跡いろは草庵］
The roots of Kitaoji
Rosanjin are located here.

In 2010, the Kosoyu (old public bath)
was recreated in the Yunogawa.
The Kosoyu provides a Meiji era
atmosphere, not just in the exterior
and interior appearances, but also in
the way bathers use the bath,
allowing visitors to experience the history and culture of Yamashiro
Hot Spring while enjoying a hot soak. Among successive Soyu
buildings, this one provides the best hot spring feeling. On the second
floor, there is a space for bathers to cool off after a bath, and the
floors and walls of the bathrooms are covered in Kutani-ware tiles.

Kitaoji Rosanjin, who was well known
as a unique versatile artist working in
a variety of media, stayed at
Yamashiro Hot Spring during one
period of his life. The workroom in
which he single-mindedly carved the signpost and the study in which
he immersed himself in paintings and writings, as well as the sunken
hearth around which he engaged the men of Yamashiro Hot Spring in
deep conversation, all convey the personality and talent of Rosanjin
even now.

Entrance fee: ￥500 (12 years of age or above), ￥200 (6 to 11 years of
age), ￥100 (3 to 5 years of age)
●Open: 6:00-22:00 ●Closed: 6:00-12:00 every 4th Wednesday
(open from noon)

●Entry fee: 500 yen (75 and older: 250 yen, high school students and
younger: free)
●Open: 9:00-17:00 (last entry at 16:30)
●Closed: Wednesdays (except public holidays), Dec.31 and Jan. 1
●TEL:0761-77-7111

Hadutiwo Gakudo
［はづちを楽堂］

［九谷焼窯跡展示館］

Restaurant bringin the
best of the region

The ruins of this huge kiln
tell the story of
Kutani-ware.

Soyu-baiten［総湯売店］
Charming hot spring
sweets
Yamashiro Onsen’s hot spring eggs are
slowly cooked at 63°C for six to eight
hours, giving the whites and the yolks
deliciously unique flavors.
Hot spring eggs, Hot spring egg soft serve
ice cream, Suisaka candy

Tour Kaga on the Canbus.
●Adult : 1,000 yen (one day pass), 1,200 yen (two days pass)
●Child : 500 yen (one day pass), 600 yen (two days pass)

●Entry fee: 310 yen(75 and older: 150 yen, high school students and
younger: free)
●Open: 9:00-17:00 (last entry at 16:30)
●Closed: Tuesdays (except public holidays), Dec.31 and Jan. 1
●TEL:0761-77-0020

For details, call Machizukuri Kaga Co., Ltd. TEL.0761-72-7777
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CoCo Hands-on Kutaniyaki Gallery

Beloved by locals Soyu

［九谷焼体験ギャラリーCoCo］

2

Entrance fee: ￥420 (12 years of age or above), ￥130 (6 to 11
years of age), ￥50 (3 to 5 years of age)
●Open: 6:00-22:00
●Closed: 6:00-12:00 every 4th Wednesday (open from noon)

If you want to cover a large area of Yamashiro, use these bicycles (for
lodgers only). Inquire at the front desk of your inn for details.
●500 yen/day (includes tax and accident insurance)

Kaga Fruit Land

Hattori Shrine［服部神社］

Traditional Handicrafts village
Yunokuni no Mori

A hot spring town of Kutani-ware and
scarlet latticework

Yamashiro Onsen Tourist Association TEL 0761-77-1144
3-70 Hokubu, Yamashiro Onsen, Kaga City, Ishikawa, Japan 922-0243 FAX 0761-77-2109

Climb the stone steps
to the peaceful
grounds of the shrine,
where you will find
giant trees more than
200 years old. Giant
trees with
circumferences of six
meters line both sides
of the 100 steps.

For seasonal
information,
see our website!
Yamashiro Hot Spring

At CoCo, you can try
painting your own
Kutaniyaki ceramics!

The bathtubs are emptied and
cleaned every day, and filled
with source water only, with no
additional water added. A large
skylight in the vaulted ceiling
provides a bracing feel.

6

Rental Cycle

Production and printing: Takeuchi Printing, Inc. (Kaga)

Soyu［総湯］
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Kaga Yamashiro Hot Spring

●Open: 9:30-18:00 (Also open at night during events)
●Closed: Wednesdays Open on holiday Wednesdays
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Located in Yamashiro Onsen's hot spring district
and appealing with its beautiful red lattice walls.
This community center offers many charms, such
as a cafe serving food/drinks featuring local
produce, a gift shop selling traditional local crafts,
and various events of hands-on workshops,
morning farmer’s markets, or concerts!
Our Recommendations
Cafe Hadutiwo
Cream zenzai with shiratama dumplings (¥700), Vegetable curry
(¥850), Soft serve ice cream (¥200 and up), Hazu dango
dumplings (¥600)
Ninuriya
Kutaniyaki magnet (¥553), Hand towel (¥800 and up), Kutaniyaki
ceramics made by local artisans, Yamanaka lacquerware made by
local artisans
when night events held

The kiln ruins will carry you back to
the far-off days of the Edo period. If
you stand still, it seems as though the
kiln is transmitting the fiery passions
of the men who devoted to reviving
Ko-Kutani (Old Kutani-ware).
Enjoy trying your hand with a potter’s wheel or decorating finished
ceramics.

With JR Kaga Onsen Station as your starting point, tour all the highlights of
the Kaga district. You can get on and off the bus as you please, so you can
enjoy your own special tour, hitting all the sights that you want to see.

FREE

(Rosanjin’s temporary residence)

Ancient Kutani Kiln
Exhibition Center

MENU CARD

English Paper

Iroha Soan Hut

［古総湯］

Open■18:00-2:00
Closed■Thursdays

Tourist
Map

During the Edo period, hot spring towns were built centered around a public bath.
Inns were built around the perimeter of a public path, and guests tended to stay for long periods of time. Some were there
for medical purposes and others just enjoyed strolling in nature.
The public bath was called “Soyu”, and the area surrounding the Soyu was called “Yunogawa” in the Hokuriku dialect.
Here, Japan’s traditional hot spring culture still remains in its historical townscape.

Kosoyu

kitchen bar lamp［キッチンバーランプ］

KAGA
YAMASHIRO
Hot Spring

a hot spring town with a history of 1,300 years

Symbol of the Yunogawa

Kaga Onsen’s preeminent
jazz cocktail bar

Open■12:00-1:00
Closed■Tuesdays
and occasionally close once a
month on Mon

What is the
“Yunogawa”?

Takama Wristwatches［高間時計店］

Create your own traditional
Kutaniyaki ceramics!

HOKURIKU

AROUND
YAMASHIRO

Minamide Toen Ceramics［南出陶苑］

Search

The information contained this pamphlet is up-to-date as of November 2013. Please note that changes may be made without notice.
14.4.0003①

Yakuoin Onsen Temple［薬王院温泉寺］
Yamashiro Hot Spring’s
roots lie in this temple,
which boasts a history
of 1,300 years. The
temple also has deep
ties to the miracle of the
yatagarasu connected
with the opening of the
hot spring.

●Open: 9:30-17:30
●Closed: Thursdays

Hot spring source/Footbaths［源泉・足湯］
Hot spring water for
drinking...In fact, it is
of such good quality
that it has even
been awarded the
Gold Prize at the
International
Hygiene Exhibition.

Hands-on course takes about 90
minutes, and your handiwork will be
shipped to you after it's fired in a
kiln. In addition to the hands-on
experience, Kutaniyaki, Yamashiro
lacquerware, glass, and other crafts
are available for sale.

Banshoen Park［萬松園］
It is located on a hill
looking down onto
the Yamashiro hot
spring resort area
with an observation
tower, recreation
trails, and hallow
ground. It is good for
taking a walk.

HOT SPOTS
IN YAMASHIRO

Heihachi［寿司処 平八］

Sushi-Bar

Hey!!Omachi!!
MENU …English menu available.

Kaiseki Nakao［懐石 なか尾］

Japanese

Japanese

Japanese

Kappo Kaga［割烹加賀］

Kappo Kawaguchi［割烹河口］

Yamashiro’s perfect lunch
destination

A stylish restaurant you’ll
want to visit again

Japanese cuisine with
local roots

Shop drifting emotion of
the sum

After a morning of walking around the hot
spring areas, why not have a rest and
enjoy some outstanding sushi along with
the beautiful, relaxing view of a Japanese
garden? Come try our lunch specials!
Lunch: Hana small set (¥1,500), Ikura rice
bowl set (¥2,000)
Dinner: Sashimi assortment (¥1,500),
Chef’s choice nigiri (¥3,000)

With its relaxed, Japanese-style atmosphere
and beautiful garden views from every seat,
Nakao makes a fantastic destination even
before the banquet-style food arrives.
Lunch: Kobako set (¥2,500), Hana Tenshin dim
sum (¥3,000), Mini-kaiseki course (¥4,180)
Dinner: Yamabuki seasonal kaiseki course
(¥5,500), Mansaku seasonal kaiseki course
(¥7,700)

Welcome to Japan, welcome to Ishikawa, and
welcome to Kaga, home of the best of both
land and sea. When better to try authentic
Japanese cuisine than while visiting Japan?
We offer fresh, delicious cuisine and local
sake.
Sashimi assortment (¥1,600), Tempura
assortment (¥1,200), Sukiyaki (¥3,800),
Chef’s choice kaiseki course (¥3,800 and up)

Such as home-made delicacies are also
available has a reputation for food and
using the material of the day.

CARD …Credit card payment accepted.
Open■11:30-14:00(LO13:00)
17:30-22:00(LO20:00)
Closed■Mondays
Open on holiday Mondays

Open■11:30-13:30
17:00-23:00
Closed■Mondays

RESE …Reservations required.
Photographs for illustrative purposes only.
Menu items may change seasonally.

MENU

Open■11:30-13:30
17:00-23:30
Closed■Sundays

Open■11:30-14:00(LO13:30)
17:00-23:00(LO22:30)
Closed■Tuesdays
MENU CARD RESE

MENU CARD RESE

Gallery
Lunch&Café

Takeout sushi
Gallery & Bistro Bengaraya［べんがらや］ and tea

Kyusen［宮泉］

An exclusively curated gallery where traditional
arts and crafts are infused with a contemporary
essence. Our café features dishes with local
ingredients from Kaga, and our siphon coffee
comes recommended.
Yamashiro Onsen rice bowl (¥1,180), Bengaraya
Ohitsu-zen set (¥1,380), Ohitsu-zen set with
vegetables cooked in hot springs (¥1,580)

Restaurant

Yakiniku

Korean-House YAMASHIRO［コリヤンハウス山代］ Japanese Deli

Japanese home food and
side dishes

Open■17:00-23:00
Closed■Mondays

CARD

真菰ヶ池
Makomo-ga-ike Pond

Officially-designated historical site

萬松園

女生水
Onna-Shozu

A comfortable deck-type
space for resting

九谷焼窯跡展示館

Michi-ban-ya is the name given to the
partnership of stores throughout Yamashiro
that provide tourist information. If you find
yourself getting lost, you don’t have to stop
by a Koban police box — feel free to drop in
at a Michiban-ya store for information about
the area. There’s even a free umbrella rental
service available for sudden rain!

森の出で湯 かが楽
Morinoideyu Kagaraku

男生水
Otoko-Shozu

●

●

Sacred water from the hot spring
where Ksitigarbha is enshrined

CA

NB

US

ding

scen

→

tle a

キャンバス運行路線

Open■11:30-14:30
18:00-(LO23:00)
Closed■Mondays

那谷寺、ゆのくにの森へ

To Natadera Temple /
Yunokuni-no-Mori

Cocktail Bar
SWING
ゆのくに天
Yunokuni Tensyo

番S

ATM available
Foreign exchange available

谷口呉服店
kimono shop
“Taniguchi” 葉渡莉
Hatori

M
しもつね

E

Shimotsune

番

南出陶苑

Minamide Toen
Ceramics

Public parking area and
restrooms are available.

番

P番

Utsuwa-gura Ceramics

Hattori Shrine

九谷焼体験ギャラリーCoCo
CoCo Hands-on Kutaniyaki Gallery

山代温泉 総湯

番
5

●

● 山下家

界 加賀
Kai Kaga

れんの羊羹
Ren-no yokan

R

寿司処平八

たちばな四季亭
Tachibana Shikitei

G

北國銀行
Hokkoku Bank

ケルン
Patisserie Keln

桔梗丘

US

CANB

C

桔梗ヶ丘北
中橋

割烹 河口

Patisserie Keln［ケルン］

中道薬局本店 ●
Drugstore ● タクシー
Taxi stand

小学校西口

桜スポット
Cherry Blossom Viewing Spots

100m

150m

US
NB
CA

With public restrooms and parking
Circumference: 400m

温泉めい想倶楽部 富士屋
Onsen-meisou-kurabu Fujiya

4

常盤

200m

Available at Yamashiro Sake Association stores.
大堰宮公園
Ohinomiya Park

Otowado

B

Yamashiro’s local sake:
Junmaishu Yamashiro
720 ml bottle (¥1,500)

キャンバス運行路線
“CANBUS” Route

With public restrooms
A site notable for cherry blossoms.
It runs along the river.

L

A

桔梗丘広場
Kikyogaoka Square

九谷美陶園

音羽堂
50m

Japanese Sake is unique among the world’s alcohols, being as delicious
warm as it is chilled — sake is fantastic anywhere from 5°C to 55°C, an
exceptionally wide temperature range. You can taste the shifts in Japan’s
climate from spring to summer, from fall to winter, in sake, as it is just as
much the product of its home as anything or anyone else. Naturally, sake
pairs exquisitely with Japanese cuisine: we urge you to try Yamashiro’s
delicious dishes with some sake alongside to complete the meal.

3

Q

Kutani Bitouen

白樫
Bamboo-Leaf Oak

Japanese Sake, bringing out the best of every meal

ゆの宿 白山菖蒲亭
Yunoyado Hakusan Shobutei

タクシー
Taxi stand

H コリヤンハウス

ローソン
Convenience store
“Lawson”

銀杏
Ginkgo Trees

(Present passport)

Kaiseki Nakao

Korean-House

紅葉スポット
Fall Color Viewing Spots

• US dollars (limit $500)

Kyusen

ホテルききょう
Hotel Kikyo

Beautiful Trees

Hokuriku Bank

0m

宮泉

3
懐石 なか尾

F

加賀の宿 宝生亭
Kagano-yado Hoshotei

リカーショップ カワバタ
Liquor shop “Kawabata”

●

(Present passport and tell
them where you’re staying)

Kappo Kaga

別所口

B

彩華の宿 多々見
Saikano-yado Tatami

割烹 加賀

●

山代小学校 ●
Elementary school

• US dollars
• Korean won
• Euros
• Chinese yuan

4

彩朝楽
Saichoraku

●

With delicious seasonal and local
ingredients, you can taste the loving care
we bake into each and every item we sell.

Open■8:00-19:00
Closed■Sundays and
occasionally close once a
month on Mon

Kappo Kawaguchi

交番 ●
Police box

郵便局
Post office
ATM available

酒かどや
Liquor shop “Kadoya”

〒

横谷菓子店
Yokoya

Open■8:30-19:30
Closed■Tuesdays

J
●

番

D

●

3

Currency exchange
information:
Hokkoku Bank

Kadoya-Shokudo

Ichiriki
●
杉原薬局
Drugstore

The perfect place for
delicious bread and cake!

ローソン
Convenience store
“Lawson”

ATM available
Foreign exchange available

一力

島屋

かどや喰堂

●

小学校東口

酒＆フードショップ のて
Liquor&Foods shop“Note”

kitchen bar lamp
郵便局
Post office ATM available

Get a taste of the good old days.

キャンバス停留所
“CANBUS” bus top

K

キッチンバーランプ

〒

山代温泉観光協会
Yamashiro Onsen
Tourist Association

T
4

N

Maker of fine Japanese
sweets since 1900.

2

Foods shop“Kuwabara”

Liquor shop “Wada”

Takama Wristwatches

道番屋
“Michi-Ban-Ya”

Shimotsune［しもつね菓子店］

Wi-Fiスポット施設
Wi-Fi available

フードショップ桑原

● 和田酒店

Sushi-Bar“Heihachi”

Open■8:00-18:00
Closed■Sundays

Iroha Soan Hut (Rosanjin’s temporary residence)

番

専光寺
Senkoji
Temple

Hazuchio Gakudo

番

魯山人寓居跡いろは草庵

●

高間時計店

(sweet adzuki-bean jelly)

はづちを楽堂

加茂道

U

●

●

番

Japanese-style
confectionery

Yamashiro Onsen“Kosoyu”

●

●

Yamashitaya

A番

タクシー
Taxi stand

Open■8:00-19:00
Closed■Sundays

山代温泉 古総湯

●

番

車谷薬局
Drugstore
“Kurumaya”

1

Yamashiro Onsen“Soyu”

ホテル大のや あらや滔々庵
Hotel Oonoya Araya Toto-an

O

番

Convenience
store

Gallery & Bistro
“Bengaraya”

“Genkiya”

めん房まるみ座
Noodles
“Marumi-za”

From sashimi and dried fish to crab, local
vegetables, and seasonal produce, we
offer a wonderful variety of delicious
options. Domestic mail-order available.
Why not drop in for a look?

服部神社

うつわ蔵

●

山代温泉九谷広場
Yamashiro Hot Springs
Kutani Square

金沢信用金庫
Kanazawa
Shinkin Bank

べんがらや

げんき屋

薬王院温泉寺
Yakuoin Temple

春日神社
Shrine

●

We make Japanese sweets with just a
touch of luxury to them. They make the
perfect souvenir or present.

6

番

すだに酒店
Liquor shop
“Sudani”

北陸銀行
Hokuriku Bank

2

I

Hot spring source/Footbaths

オイウエオの小径
A-I-U-E-O Path

●
光楽寺
Temple

●

●

山代東口

Otowado［音羽堂］

●

べにや無何有
Beniya Mukayu
吉田屋 山王閣
みどりの宿 萬松閣
Yoshidaya Sannoukaku
Midorino-yado Banshokaku

●

瑠璃光
Rurikoh

源泉・足湯

e

slop

雄山閣
Yuzankaku

カクテルバー
スイング

“CANBUS” Route

Gen

Fresh seafood available
daily!

Michi-Ban-Ya

Banshoen Park

Water from an age old spring /
You can drink delicious water.

Foods Shop Kuwabara［フードショップ桑原］

E

D

C

B

A
国指定史跡

1

Bread&Pastry

Open■8:30-20:30
Closed■Sundays

Open■17:00-2:00
Closed■Closed occasionally

Ancient Kutani Kiln Exhibition Center

Japanese sweets

We prepare a variety of foods. Visit our
light meal corner, where you can enjoy
local sake from Kaga alongside your food
for a relaxing time.
Udon set (¥600), Tonkatsu pork cutlet set
(¥600), Grilled fish set (¥600 and up)

Store

A dining-room Rock in a Rock storekeeper.
Popular No.1 is "jenobasoba & mini soy
sauce katsudon"

Japanese-style
confectionery

Offering the best of deli
and produce shop

Celebrating 25 years of delicious food!
Recently remodeled to make the
restaurant even better for young and old
alike. Our all-you-can-eat plan comes
highly recommended!
Salted beef tongue (¥800), Kalbi beef
plate(¥880), Harami skirt steak (¥600),
Yukgaejang soup (¥750)

Rock Diner Kadoya-Shokudo［Rock Dinerかどや喰堂］
Watch out the fire in Rock
soul

Genki-ya［げんき屋］

Korean food and barbecue

Comfortably homey Japanese restaurant.
Made with local fish and vegetables, the
food is as healthy as it is delicious.
Japanese home food and side dishes
Sashimi assortment (¥1,944), beef gristle
stew (¥540), stone cooked calamari &
sweet shrimp (¥1,404)

Since its founding in 1966, Kyusen has been
the home of Kaga’s famous persimmon leaf
sushi, offering takeout sushi wrapped in
persimmon leaves to preserve it, as well as
delicious tea.
Kaki-no-ha sushi 24 pieces (¥3,980), 15
pieces (¥2,480), Persimmon leaf tea (¥900)

Open■8:00-17:00
Closed■New Year's holidays
Jan. 1,2,3,
RESE Reservations required
by the day before for
sushi.

MENU

Ichiriki［一力］

The home of Ishikawa’s
traditional kaki-no-ha
(persimmon leaf) sushi

Traditional beauty meets
modern style

Open■10:00-17:30
Closed■Wednesdays
Note: Open holiday Wed then
closed on Thu

Izakaya

サイクリングロード
Cycling Road
To Daishoji
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●Liquor shop“Kadoya”
●Liquor shop“Sudani”
●Liquor shop“Kawabata”
●Liquor shop“Wada”
●Liquor&Foods shop“Note”

TEL.0761-77-2131
TEL.0761-76-1312
TEL.0761-76-0268
TEL.0761-76-0120
TEL.0761-76-0507

